Scenes of arrival in America begin quite frequently with second-hand descriptions, with a quotation of another travelogue, with images seen long ago. For an America novel one must not travel the country, as Ingeborg Bachmann said of Kafka (Bachmann 94) ; America is a textual construction, a topos whose history is first and foremost literary in nature. Max Brod's editorial alterations of Kafka's manuscripts, the corrections of his idiosyncratic topography -in Kafka a bridge leads from New York to Boston; San Francisco is located in the East -were long ago retracted by Jost Schillemeit and his fellow editors for this very reason. America texts resist comparison with real settings, even when the occasional critic of contemporary novels still insists upon the authenticity of depictions of America. 4 The referent America is a dubious one, and so it seems only logical that critics have commented upon America texts principally as utopias and dystopias, as a discourse of images and projections, as a social history and a history of mentalities of travelers from Europe. In descriptions of America, German hopes and ideas are reflected, be they attempts at self-determination by individual adventurers and emigrants or by an entire nation; even in recent times "America" enjoys increased currency, both in literature as well as in literary research, as the formidable anthology by Jochen Vogt shows. 5 In the following reflections, the focus will nevertheless not be on replacing the dubious referent America with "images" and "representations"; America should not be read here yet again as a utopia or the negation thereof. Rather, the thesis remains that numerous America novels of German literary history deal very fundamentally with the loss of referentiality and are legible as a semiotic textual model: "Amerika gibt es nicht," writes Peter Bichsel in 1969 (Bichsel 37) , "Amerika gibt es überhaupt nicht," Robert Müller writes already in 1913 (Müller 255) . And thus, it might be added, America texts devise a peculiar system of signs. Whenever one speaks here of the topos 'America,' it is in a very literal way: America as the site of textual negotiations; the journey to America as a narrative which is linked to other narratives of America; America as a model for signs, as a symbolic order which, for its part, has a history. 6 Kafka's America is already composed of texts and readings, but how can this topos be defined in postwar literature, or in the novels of the '90s? What is narrated in the America texts when their scenes of arrival are mere repetitions of other texts, when the arrival in the textual construction "America" has already become a topos?
In Kafka's novel, not only is the Statue of Liberty an apparition seen long ago, but the arrival itself is likewise a repetition of a quintessential scene of the America novel gleaned from numerous sources. In Charles Sealsfield's adventure stories, for example, the arrival scene is repeated time and again, and it becomes recognizable simultaneously as a sequence whose aim appears less as a culmination of travel than merely as travel for its own sake. In Sealsfield's
Deutsch-amerikanische Wahlverwandtschaften of 1839, the narrator survives countless trials between his departure from Europe and his arrival in America; his ship journey is a rite of passage, at the end of which await self-discovery and renewal. 7 As such, maritime travel is a foundational structure in Sealsfield, one which the author employs repeatedly in other narratives.
In Das Kajütenbuch the narrator reaches the Texan coast, having far from completed his arrival with his landing. The ship's voyage remains a narrative pattern even in subsequent scenes. Often lauded as authentic, Sealsfield's descriptions of the Texas prairie are depicted by the narrator as if he were still at sea:
Es lag so grandios vor mir, so ruhig, so ozeanartig mit seinen Hunderte von Meilen in jeder Richtung hinwogenden Gräsern, den schwankend-schwimmenden Inseln, die in den goldenen Strahlen der Nachmittagssonne wirklich schwebend und schwimmend erschienen, während wieder hinten und seitwärts wogende Blumenfelder, in den fernen Äther hinaufschwellend, Himmel und Erde in eine und dieselbe Glorie verschmolzen.
[…] Ein unbeschreiblicher Anblick! It is as in every attempt at realistic description; the more precise the metaphors are to be, the more questionable they become. What Sealsfield's narrator describes as Texas prairie is a sea stretching before his eyes into infinity. The rider is still at sea, the prairie thus rather like a vestibule of America, the promise of a country not yet reached. Sealsfield's depictions of nature have been read primarily as allegory texts, as references to something invisible which nevertheless requires the signs it makes present through its absence: the prairie as a political allegory, for example, its appearance as a multivocal, pluralistic, and democratic form 8 -images of America as projections, as a history of mentalities and ideas. In Sealsfield, this allegorical reading of America texts seems particularly manifest. His narrator has lost himself in the vastness of the prairie because he wanted to follow a run-away mustang whose invidious whinnying and wildness foreshadow the actual challenge the narrator must bear out . The devilish mustang lures him into hell (54), causes "höllische Empfindungen" (70), leads him into a "bengalischen Feuersee" (62), but the Garden of Eden also makes an appearance; stands of trees appear to him "wie eine Schlange" (56). Enervated, the rider nevertheless also undergoes a reformation and ultimately recognizes "einen neuen, einen lebendigen Gott" who is stronger than the God of his native religion (76). The metaphors here are not to be overlooked. The ride through the prairie resembles a rite of passage of a pietistic sort -from temptation to sin to a conversion experience -and the mode of movement resembles that of a ship's passage which itself already has a Christian iconography; the sea voyage becomes a kind of genesis story. Sealsfield -born Karl Postl, a monk who had fled from a Prague monastery in 1823 9 -mines the plot of his hero from a narrative taken unmistakably from German literary history. Here, the Texas prairie is merely the stage for a European tradition, the image of America a projection and mirror of a German history of ideas. If one indeed reads the traces of the prairie description more literally and ignores the obvious connotations of the text, the signs are also significant in a semiotic sense. What fundamentally shapes the experience of the hero in Sealsfield's adventure novel may also shape the textual examples to come: the capaciousness of space which drags after it a nearly endless deferral of arrival and which in Sealsfield's text is interrupted only by a second moment: the horizontal lurching of the narrator is interrupted significantly only when his scanning gaze finds a point of repose in a tree, a vertical axis which inscribes into the infinite textual area another dimension and which the narrator imbues immediately with a metaphorical meaning. Put differently and more succinctly, this description bears witness to the contrary play of two axes of orientation, the horizontal and the vertical, both of which refer in their own way to different forms of signs: the nearly unending ride across the sea of prairie as metonymic displacement, the tree in the desert, on the other hand, as a semantic, metaphoric marker. 10 Even from a distance the narrator sees a "Koloß," a "Hügel"
or "Berg," calling it a "Schloß" in "sprachlosem Erstaunen" (Sealsfield 58) , and again, these differences in register are inscriptions which help steady his image of the world: "Der Gott
Moses, der aus dem glühenden Dornbusche sprach, ist ein Kindergott gegen den Gott, der hier allergreifend vor die Augen tritt, klar, greiflich aus dieser unermeßlichen Wiesen-, Insel-und Baumwelt vor Augen tritt." (Sealsfield 73) At the latest since structuralism, one has grown accustomed to characterizing literary procedures with these two types of signs as constitutive parameters. When I reached New York for the first time, by that part of the Atlantic Ocean called the East River, I was surprised to observe along the bank some distance from the town a certain number of small palaces in white marble, several of which imitated a classical architectural style. The next day, on examining more closely the one which had especially drawn my attention, I discovered that its walls were of whitewashed brick and its columns of painted wood. The same went for all the monuments I had admired the day before. In de Tocqueville's description, this emblematic replacement of the original bears the consequence that originality now becomes the most important category. The authentic must always be produced anew because there is no longer anything genuine. Because American signs are exchangeable, because they can be shifted and displaced, they lend themselves to the production of aesthetic semblance.
De Tocqueville's observations of the façades on the East River appear as a semiotic study avant la lettre, the façade with its artificial columns as a model of a sign with a broader scope than the aristocratic symbols of Europe. In de Tocqueville's text, the artificial columns embody a model of signs, a vertical, semantic axis with which de Tocqueville describes, so to speak, a revaluation of meanings. In America, one can study not only the future of a political order, but also the accompanying loss of a symbolic texture. In democratic society signs are no longer constructed according to hierarchies, but instead become reproducible:
Thus, they transplant into the heart of democracy ideas and literary uses which are current in the aristocratic nation they take as their model. They paint with colors borrowed from foreign customs and are rarely popular in the country of their birth because they almost never represent it in its proper light.
[…] Therefore, strictly speaking, the inhabitants of the United States have not yet gained a literature. (de Tocqueville 544)
In the aristocracy the arts are reserved for a certain class, in contrast to America, where the equality of all fosters the endeavors of the artist to distinguish himself from the masses. But the language of signs is also a different one. While portraits of the soul come into being in the aristocracy, the American artists concentrate on the body: "They turn aside from the painting of the soul in order to concentrate on the body; movement and sensation replace the depiction of feelings and ideas. In the end, the real ousts the ideal" (de Tocqueville 541). 12 De Tocqueville likely registers this because he at first still associated South America with sensuousness but saw in North America the seat of the intellect. After his journey to America, however, the body takes the place of the mind. The signifieds, and the ideas associated with them, are replaced by a series of signifiers. De Tocqueville describes a paradigm shift in which the semantics of signs, the paradigm of their meaning, is less important than the signifier in its pure materiality.
Corresponding to the encounter with the column and the symbolic dimension of signs is observe what is in store of Europe. 13 As a matter of the history of discourse, this has the consequence that the ramifications of capitalism are more and more frequently sighted in the USA, that travelogues no longer draw the contours of a utopia; instead, they outline a threatening potential -especially for the identity of the subject.
More important still than the history of societies and ideas in this context, however, is the observation that one can locate, even in de Tocqueville, the two aforementioned sign dimensions, a horizontal and a vertical axis. While these two dimensions organize the implicit descriptive Manhattan is reciprocated by the skyscrapers which seem to look at him -here one knew where one was, as the novel says (Kafka 20) ; and while still on board he sees "Schwimmkörper" in the water, a "Bewegung ohne Ende, eine Unruhe, übertragen von dem unruhigen Element auf die hilflosen Menschen und ihre Werke" . The vertical connection from top to bottom, for which Kafka always possessed a special sense, is put to the test in America. 14 So, too, is the horizontal movement and its sense of orientation towards the west, the purposive movement and journey which, in Kafka, trails off at the end into fragments. From the lower deck of the ship, Roßmann disembarks onto land and, as promising as it may seem, begins his American career at the top, moving into the sixth story of his uncle's house (54) from which he sees the surging traffic below. 15 As a lift boy, Roßmann will ultimately learn to make deep bows (188). He has arrived in a capitalistic society which arranges its social structure hierarchically -albeit flexibly -with head chef and head porter. In contrast to de Tocqueville's description of the European aristocratic society, in Kafka's America of the 20 th -century, the top can very quickly become the bottom and vice-versa. Whereas in the beginning of the novel liberty seems to be associated with height, in one of the last completed chapters, Roßmann is finally imprisoned on a high balcony with a panoramic view (296). Up and down are two terminals of a symbolic axis whose sense of meaning is, however, in no way secured -Kafka's America thus deals with displacements and reversals of meaning. America is the altered augury of a system of symbols, which is not least shown in the fact that the orientation towards the Bildungsroman does not lead to self-discovery.
At the end, Roßmann admittedly manages to travel further westward, but he fares as de Tocqueville; in the "Teater von Oklahama" (387) the authenticity of signs is even more dubious.
In other words, the theater demonstrates what signs are -proxies which no longer refer to anything actual. Here, all are welcome, all can become actors or can assume another function because everyone already engages in role-play anyhow; no single, essential identity exists. 16 Kafka's America, as has been shown numerous times, is a secondary text based on readings of numerous sources. 17 That Karl has peculiar ideas about America (Kafka 88) Thomas Meinecke's travels take another direction: from the South to New York, his face always directed toward the homeland although the narrator never reaches his destination. He only ever reaches Dutch Country, or rather: Deutschland. 19 Meinecke's America Germanica is a quest for traces of German immigrants in the southern states. His narrator combs archives, drives around in a Chevrolet jalopy from Boerne to Weimar and to other sites of a virtual German topography whose telling names have forfeited all symbolic power. They are actually meaningless, and for this reason their connection is all the more significant. The city names forge a chain of associations that always refers to Germany. The inversion of his travel route, the journey to the East Coast, from which German emigrants and travelers had usually marked their point of departure, is programmatic. For Meinecke's strategy is to read German America texts and myths somewhat against the grain, and primarily to dissolve those national identities which had been assumed by the earlier tradition. As one can learn in Meinecke's America, American identity is just as much a hybrid form as German identity. In his Chevy, Wenzel Assmann has telephone books where German immigrants can look up their names and search for their Even more important than the history of ideas and mentalities reflected in the novel is 4 It is noteworthy that numerous analyses of German America texts continue to choose the authenticity of the accounts as a criterion. The travel novel of Michael Roes, for example, was judged by the authenticity of its imagery: "A good travel book must preserve delicate balances:
between the subjectivity of a learned eye and the objectivity of what there is to see; [. . .] The local research into Mark Twain delivers lexicon knowledge that is packed directly into the speech of the indigenous people -Roes did not have to go to such lengths for this" (Burkhard
